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Introduction According to Beyond Blue, over 75% of mental health conditions occur before the 
age of 25 and the stress of school and study are exacerbating factors. Student 
well-being is at the  centre of our programs, which are based on One Vision 
Production’s pedagogical framework;‘The 6 pillars of Mind Mastery’. 

In our first program, Unit 1, The MC ‘Master of Mind’ the context of hip hop culture 
creates pathways to mind mastery. The 10 week learning series responds to the 
NSW Curriculum: Stage 5 PDHPE - Health, wellbeing and relationships. Educators 
can use the unit to cover other key learning areas such as English, General 
Capabilities and Cross Curricular Priority and Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
histories and culture.

Inquiry based learning encourages students to take control of their own 
education and well-being, contributing to a sense of purpose. Students are given 
tools to build resilience, personal freedom and success. The 6 Pillars of Mind 
Mastery fosters critical thinking, collaboration, creativity and communication.

“Our youth live in an increasingly globalised world, navigating a complex, 
connected digital landscape. They understand power through lateral connectivity 
and collaboration rather than traditional hierarchy. Yet at the same time, the core 
issue they are facing is the feeling of disconnection. In order to truly thrive in a 
globalised world, we must start small - start with connecting to the self. Self-
knowledge is becoming harder for our youth to attain in a world distracted with 
image, illusion and external motivation – one that promotes discovery over 
understanding and visibility over wisdom. The 6 Pillars of Mind Mastery addresses 
this issue by providing students with the tools to work out their values, identity 
and discover their passion. Only when our youth have other building blocks 
beyond academia included in their learning programs can they truly be resilient, 
reach their potential and co-create positive futures.”

Mark Robertson, Director One Vision Productions
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THE 6 PILLARS OF MIND MASTER Y AND TH E 5 E’s

The MC ‘Master of Mind’

The 6 Pillars Mind Mastery education program is modelled on the concept that education is most effective 
when students take responsibility for their own learning and build their own understanding of new ideas. 
Teaching and learning progresses through a sequence of: Engage, Explore, Explain, Elaborate and 
Evaluate. This 5E learning sequence connects to the 6 Pillars. Associations are drawn between what is 
being learned and the learner’s emotions. This contextualises the experience of learning in the students 
real life situations, better connecting learners to new information.

• SELF REALISATION – EXPLORE – What stories are we engaging with? What stories do we tell ourselves?
Positive thought patterns vs negative thought patterns.

• PASSION – What makes us happy? How do we identify our passion? What fears are limiting us? Exploring 
pathways and decision making that shape our future possibilities.

• MENTAL ADVERSARIES – What shapes our thoughts and actions? Recognising this helps us to 
understand positive thought and action strategies.

• REACH FULL POTENTIAL– Students explore what happens to the mind and body when we have negative 
thoughts and emotions. They learn the power of forgiveness and are given strategies for positive well-
being and self empowerment.

• STAYING IN THE NOW – What past issues are effecting us now? Students learn about the power of 
change and reflect on what changes they can make in themselves that will lead to a positive future.

• PLANNING – In each stage of the program, students are given tools and strategies to plan out their 
creative hip hop project. Using what they have learnt, students also create a mind map for their future, 
giving them a clear direction for after the program is complete.
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PDHPE: HEALTH, WELLBEING AND RELATIONSHIPS
The 6 Pillars of Mind Mastery covers Stage 5 PDHPE strand: Health, Wellbeing and Relationships. It consists 
of ready-to-teach, structured, interactive lessons. Students develop knowledge and skills important for 
building respectful relationships. They explore their identity to enhance personal strengths, promoting the 
health, safety and wellbeing of themselves and others.  Strategies are developed to manage change, 
challenges, power, abuse, violence and how to protect oneself and others in a range of situations.

“ I have worked with kids that in a normal educational environment are seen as 
hopeless. For example, they are failing English; having no connection with the likes 
of Shakespeare. When I replace Shakespeare with a modern-day poet and use hip 
hop, the interest in the youth is amazing. All of a sudden, kids are inspired to use 
metaphors in order to create a good song. All of a sudden their pen has 
significance; their life becomes a mirrored expression of their talent to harness 
their own lives on paper. They become the one inspired. They become the genius.”

Mark Robertson, Director One Vision Productions.

CROSS CURRICULAR PRIORITY – ABORIGINAL AND TORRES STRAIT ISLANDER HISTORIES AND CULTURE

One Vision Productions has had 16 years of experience engaging with Aboriginal communities across Australia. 
This experience informed lesson design which has interconnected aspects of country/place, people and 
culture. Students will have opportunities to engage with visual materials, hands-on activities and creative 
expression through art and music, supporting students from diverse language backgrounds.
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CIRCLE ENVIRONMENTS & HIP HOP CULTURE

Teaching in circular environments flattens the traditional hierarchical structure of learning where both the 
educator and learners are brought together on a level playing field. It enables connectivity and opens up 
communication. The importance of circular environments and interconnectivity is a core principle in many 
Indigenous cultures around the world. The circle encourages and values each student’s contribution. 

One of the core tenets of hip hop culture is the cipher. The cipher is a circle of people where hip hop artists 
take turns performing. It can either be a rap cipher including freestyle (improvised) rap battles or a b-boy/
b-girl/b-person cipher where break-dancers compete against each other. Each person shares their 
personal story which then becomes part of a co-created narrative reflecting living culture.

The digital world also represents a flattened, connected, circular environment. This non-herarchical 
structure is the foundation to becoming a globally connected and innovative collaborator. It is the future of 
work.

“The energy in a circle environment that flows around is created by everyone in 
that circle and can become stronger. Let’s create a positive energy that flows 
around and makes us stronger!”

Mark Robertson, Director One Vision Productions.

GENERAL CAPABILITIES:

General capabilities covered in the 6 Pillars of Mind Mastery learning sequence are:

• Critical and creative thinking
• Ethical understanding
• Intercultural understanding
• Literacy
• Personal and social capability
• Difference and diversity
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SUPPORTING RESEARCH:

Hip hop for re-engaging students:

In a recent journal article ‘The use of film-based interventions in adolescent mental health education: A 
systematic review’ film emerged as a "promising education method for enhancing mental health literacy 
and reducing stigma" (Goodwin et al., 2021). These important findings support our pedagogical model  and 
online instructional video based program.

In another study, Dr Alexander Crooke from Melbourne Conservatorium of Music found hip hop to be a 
positive way for students from diverse backgrounds to engage with their wider community, learning tasks 
and schools. He also explored the benefits of a short-term intensive hip hop and beat making program for 
young people labeled oppositional, seriously disengaged or at-risk of exclusion.
Results showed students were not only engaged in learning through the program, but exhibited positive 
self-expression, built significant rapport with facilitators and strengthened social connection amongst 
each other.

‘Mental illness is a significant contributor to disease burden in adolescents. At least one in four young 
people experience mental illness each year (Patel et al., 2007; Sanci et al., 2018). The ways in which 
psychological and social transitions are negotiated by adolescents affect current and future well-being 
(Office for National Statistics, 2014; World Health Organisation [WHO], 2014).” 

Our pioneering programs combat mental health in unique ways. They take students on a journey to 
overcome their fears and realise their full potential through proven avenues including hip hop, dance, 
mindfulness and mediation. MPOWER Classroom is more than just a resource for teachers, it is a road map, 
connecting youth to themselves, their passions and education.




